### Project name
Reconstruction of the west stand of the Sports Stadium "Borići" Bihać

### Sector
Sports, recreation, tourism

### Location
Bihać

### Location description
Sports stadium "Borići" is located in the settlement of Luke and is part of a complex unit consisting of sports stadium with the necessary athletic track, west stand, east stand, auxiliary field with artificial grass and the administrative building of the Football Club "Jedinstvo". Sports stadium "Borići" is part of the sports complex which consists together with the newly reconstructed Sports Hall "Luke". The complex as a whole is owned by the City of Bihać.

### Project status
In progress. The building is owned by the City. During the preparation of the detailed design and approval for construction, and investment studies according to the PPP model.
| **Project background** | The west grandstand is a building whose basic structure with a roof, which overhangs part of the grandstand, was built in the 1980s and the building was never fully completed and put into full planned function. In addition to the basic purpose to serve the spectators during the sports matches at the stadium, it was planned to arrange the rooms of the locker rooms for athletes, training, recreation, catering facilities, sports hostels and the like. |
| **Project description** | The project envisages arranging the west grandstand in a way that architectural and construction interventions are performed in order to build and arrange rooms for various accompanying facilities in the space below the grandstand, such as training and fitness halls, bowling alley, spaces for other sports, restaurants, hostel, multimedia room for meetings, seminars, etc.  

Next to this building there is a sports hall and the construction of an auxiliary field with artificial grass for football is planned, which, along with the existing stadium of NK Jedistvo, makes the location very busy in terms of human turnover.  

By arranging the west stand and building space for various accompanying facilities, the City of Bihać would significantly raise the quality of services to athletes, tourists and the wider community. |
| **Estimated total value of investment in EUR** | 1,000,000 |
| **Possible investment models** | Possible model of cooperation: Public-private partnership |
| **More information** | For additional information for this project, please send to e-mail: kabinet@bihac.org or phone number: +387 037 229 605 |